Sometimes the job calls for a rotary mower. Other times a flail mower or brush cutter will do the trick. The challenge is being able to switch mowing heads on the fly. All the more reason to consider the VERSA® Series. Within minutes you can remove and replace the cutting head to fit the task at hand. From overgrown brush to unruly tree limbs, the VERSA® Series allows you to tackle multiple applications using one tractor. All of which give you unmatched versatility and savings.
The VERSA® Series is designed to be used with tractors in the 5,000-pound class. Mount kits are available for some tractor models with cabs and/or four-wheel drive. VERSA® Series units are available as side-mounted or boom-mounted vegetation management tools. The side-mount cutting head options include rotary and flail mowers. The boom-mounted cutting heads included rotaries, flails and brush cutters. A hydraulic, two section gear-type pump delivers the power for the VERSA® Series. The pump has an automatic pressure relief in both circuits. One section of the pump provides power to the movement controls. The hydraulic pump is rated at 51 GPM and 2400 RPM. The VERSA® Series has its own hydraulic system and does not connect to the tractor’s hydraulic system.

**VERSA® Side-Mount Rotary**
The hydraulic power of the VERSA® Side-Mount Rotary mower will allow you to cut a 60” or 72” swath through heavy vegetation. The unit is also quickly interchangeable with several other cutting heads: Flail, sickle bar, rotary saw, ditcher and booms.

**VERSA® Side-Mount Flail**
As the VERSA® Flail easily cuts through thick grass and weeds, it will also leave a smooth, finished cut. The mower has a float control that allows it to follow the contour of the ground, preventing scalping. The flail projects cut material downward not outward.

**FLAIL-AXE® 48**
The FLAIL-AXE® is a boom-mounted, hydraulically powered, heavy-duty flail mower that will cut a 44” swath through vegetation up to 4” in diameter. The 16 blades, each weighing 2 lbs., make this one of the most effective mowers on the market today.

**BOOM-AXE® Rotary Brush Cutter**
The BOOM-AXE® is a heavy-duty, boom-mounted, rotary brush cutter that is capable of cutting up to 5” diameter trees and brush. By being boom mounted, you can reach up into the trees to cut limbs, or over fences to cut brush. The hinged front shield may be opened for easy access to tree limbs. Available in 50” and 60” widths.

**Timber Cat® Sickle Bar Limb Cutter**
This boom-mounted sickle bar will cut up to a 4” diameter limb and leave a smooth cut. You don’t have to worry about the cut limbs being thrown. When the limbs are cut they fall straight to the ground. Available in 5’ or 7’ cutting widths.

**BuzzBar® Tree Limb Cutter**
Available in 2, 3 or 4 blade versions, the saw blades of the BuzzBar® will quickly cut up to 6” tree limbs and will leave a smooth, clean cut. The hydraulically-powered cutter mounts to any Alamo Industrial Boom. The smooth cut will make you proud of a job well done.